CAM2® ASHLESS HYDRAULIC OILS

CAM2® CAM2 ASHLESS PREMIUM HYDRAULIC OILS have an excellent antwear performance and are designed for manufacturing and environmentally sensitive applications that require hydraulic oils containing no metals. CAM2® Ashless Premium Hydraulic Oils comply with most industrial applications and all grades are formulated according to the ISO viscosity grade classification.

For more information about pricing and additional product items, please contact your CAM2 Sales Representative.
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**CAM2® PROMAX™ Premium Universal Tractor Hydraulic Fluid**

CAM2® PROMAX™ TRACTOR HYDRAULIC FLUID J20-C is a true multi-service premium oil recommended for the hydraulic, wet brake, and transmission requirements of equipment manufacturers including John Deere®, Allis Chalmers®, J.I. Case®, Ford®, International Harvester®, Massey-Ferguson®, Allison®, AGCO® and White®.

It is recommended as a replacement fluid for the following manufacturer’s specified products:

- Allis Chalmers® S25743, PF 821
- Allison® C-3, C-4
- Caterpillar® TO-2
- Denison® HF-0, HF-1, HF-2
- Detroit Diesel® Allison Division C-2, C-3, C-4 Fluid
- Deutz-Allis® HTF (Pf821); 821XL
- Ford® New Holland M2C134 A/B/C, M2C48 M2C53-A
- International Harvester® B-6 (Hy-Tran) MS-1209 (HY-TRAN ULTRA)
- J.I. Case® MS-1207 (Hy Tran Plus); MS-1204; MS-1205; MS-1206; MS-1210 (TCH) and B-6, TFD; Hi-Vis
- Kubota® UDT
- Massey-Ferguson® M1110; M1127 A/B; M1135; M1141 (Permatran III)
- Oliver® Type S5
- Renk® 874A/B (Doromat) Bus Transmissions
- Sauer-Sunstrand® HMS-103
- Steiger® HTF (SEM 17001)
- Versatile® HY-Gear (23, 24M)
- White® Q1766B, Q1826, Q1802, Q1705, Q1722
- Sperry-Vickers® I-286 S, M 2950 S

**CAM2® Tractor Hydraulic Fluid J20-A**

CAM2® PROMAX™ TRACTOR HYDRAULIC FLUID J20-A is an economical mid-tier Universal Tractor Transmission Oil (UTTO) considered one of the earliest UTTO type fluids as we know them today. Formulated for use transmissions, hydraulic systems, and final drives of farm and industrial mixed fleet operations, it has an additive system designed for protection of wet brakes, power take off clutches (PTO), manual transmissions, and gear boxes.

- 3/1 GAL 80565-16431
- 3/2 GAL 80565-16432
- 5 GAL 80565-16405
- 55 GAL 80565-16455
- TOTE 80565-16400
- BULK 80565-16411

**CAM2® Agricultural Hydraulic Fluid**

CAM2® AGRICULTURAL HYDRAULIC FLUID is a mono-grade (20W) fluid. It provides an economic solution to higher priced sump lubricants that protects hydraulics and final drives. It is environmentally friendly and is an excellent choice for general lubrication. CAM2® Agricultural Hydraulic Fluid is suitable for use in agricultural applications which call for an SAE 10W hydraulic oil.

- 5 GAL 80565-19905
- 55 GAL 80565-19955
- BULK 80565-19911

**CAM2® MPT Torque Fluid - T0-4**

CAM2® MPT TORQUE FLUIDS are designed for use in heavy duty off road power shift transmissions. They have heavy duty friction modifiers to help clutches to lock up quickly and firmly. CAM2® MPT Torque Fluids have shown outstanding performance in all the manufacturers’ friction tests. CAM2® MPT Torque Fluids are compatible with the various seal materials found in off road transmissions. They provide complete hydraulic system protection for the power shift and power steering mechanisms. MPT-10W is designed to give enhanced protection for light duty automatic transmissions.

**CAM2® All Season AW 5W-20 Hydraulic Oil**

CAM2® ALL SEASON HYDRAULIC OIL is a high viscosity index hydraulic oil for use in mobile and industrial equipment operated in a wide range of sub-arctic and temperate climates. CAM2® ALL SEASON AW HYDRAULIC OIL’s premium anti-wear hydraulic fluid formulation offers superior shear stability performance and outstanding low temperature characteristics. It is specially formulated for use in mobile equipment hydraulic circuits where wide temperature ranges are encountered. This product meets API viscosity 5W-20.

- 55 GAL 80565-14805
- TOTE 80565-14800
- BULK 80565-14811

**CAM2® HYDRA-CAT 1000 Hydraulic Fluid**

CAM2® HYDRA-CAT 1000 was specifically designed for hydraulic systems on off-road machinery, such as machine made by Caterpillar. CAM2® Hydra-cat 1000 provides excellent anti-wear protection and exceeds the required 900 PPM zinc limits of John Deere J20D specification.

- 55 GAL 80565-13155
- 55 GAL 80565-13255
- BULK 80565-13111
- BULK 80565-13211